ACROSS
1 Guadalupe name
6 Swindle
10 Demonstrative pronoun
14 Brown earth pigment
15 Title for Jesus
16 Robust
17 Hotelier Helmsley
18 Les Etats ___
19 Fissure ___
20 Writer Fleming
21 Marks
23 Pentateuch
24 In any case
26 De Valera of Ireland
29 Script conclusion?
30 Compassion
34 Military fur hat
37 Weeps
38 Tic-tac-toe goal
39 Muslim titles of honor
40 Monks’ song
41 First Catholic US president, familiarly
42 Loser to Holmes in ‘80
43 Connected series of rooms
44 Lake in the Sierra Nevada
45 Part of a word
47 Cuban revolutionary
48 Relaxed
49 Rachel’s maid
53 She tied a scarlet cord in her window
56 Ornamental fabric
58 Yoko born in Tokyo
59 Minerals
60 Readily fluent
62 Poisonous fluid
64 Double curve
65 Widespread
66 Lyric poem
67 Shape
68 Cambodian cash
69 Cut into small pieces

DOWN
1 Reverence accorded saints and angels
2 “That is…”
3 Wood for black piano keys, once
4 First bk. of 23A
5 Structure for prayer and the celebration of Mass
6 Garden pest
7 Permanent state of life characterized by the profession of the evangelical counsels
8 Onassis nickname
9 Physicians (abbr.)
10 Certain angel
11 In 1 Corinthians, Paul says this is the glory of a woman
12 “A” in code
13 9th letter of the Hebrew alphabet
14 Fear of the Lord
15 Some turkeys
16 Chicago and the like
17 Words after draw or drop
18 Encounter
19 Captain for 40 days and nights
20 Ms. Chanel
21 “For my _____ is easy, and my burden is light.” (Mt 11:30)
22 Unattractive
23 Travel on water
24 Mary, Our Lady of Mount Carmel, is patron saint of this South American country
25 Young bears
26 Woman in the Book of Judges who killed Sisera
27 Car maker
28 Travel on air
29 First shepherd
30 “That makes me a little angry”
31 Nero’s full deck?
32 NT epistle
33 Battery terminal
34 Targeted (with “in on”)
35 Reconciliation ___
36 Golden Fleece ship
37 Back part of the foot
38 Fear of the Lord
39 “That is…”
40 First Shepherd
41 Woman in the Book of Judges who killed Sisera
42 Car maker
43 Travel on water
44 Mary, Our Lady of Mount Carmel, is patron saint of this South American country
45 Young bears
46 Woman in the Book of Judges who killed Sisera
47 Car maker
48 Travel on air
49 First shepherd
50 “That makes me a little angry”
51 Nero’s full deck?
52 NT epistle
53 Eva’s ___
54 Golden Fleece ship
55 Back part of the foot
56 “That is…”
57 First Shepherd
58 “That is…”
59 “That is…”
60 “That is…”
61 Nero’s full deck?
62 NT epistle
63 Eva’s ___
64 Eva’s ___
65 Eva’s ___
66 Eva’s ___
67 Eva’s ___
68 Eva’s ___
69 Eva’s ___

Answer to previous puzzle

ACROSS
1 Eva’s ___
6 Eva’s ___
10 Eva’s ___
14 Eva’s ___
15 Eva’s ___
16 Eva’s ___
17 Eva’s ___
18 Eva’s ___
19 Eva’s ___
20 Eva’s ___
21 Eva’s ___
23 Eva’s ___
24 Eva’s ___
26 Eva’s ___
29 Eva’s ___
30 Eva’s ___
31 Eva’s ___
32 Eva’s ___
33 Eva’s ___
34 Eva’s ___
35 Eva’s ___
36 Eva’s ___
37 Eva’s ___
38 Eva’s ___
39 Eva’s ___
40 Eva’s ___
41 Eva’s ___
42 Eva’s ___
43 Eva’s ___
44 Eva’s ___
45 Eva’s ___
46 Eva’s ___
47 Eva’s ___
48 Eva’s ___
49 Eva’s ___
50 Eva’s ___
51 Eva’s ___
52 Eva’s ___
53 Eva’s ___
54 Eva’s ___
55 Eva’s ___
56 Eva’s ___
57 Eva’s ___
58 Eva’s ___
59 Eva’s ___
60 Eva’s ___
61 Eva’s ___
62 Eva’s ___
63 Eva’s ___

DOWN
1 Eva’s ___
2 Eva’s ___
3 Eva’s ___
4 First bk. of 23A
5 Eva’s ___
6 Eva’s ___
7 Eva’s ___
8 Eva’s ___
9 Eva’s ___
10 Eva’s ___
11 Eva’s ___
12 Eva’s ___
13 Eva’s ___
14 Eva’s ___
15 Eva’s ___
16 Eva’s ___
17 Eva’s ___
18 Eva’s ___
19 Eva’s ___
20 Eva’s ___
21 Eva’s ___
22 Eva’s ___
23 Eva’s ___
24 Eva’s ___
25 Eva’s ___
26 Eva’s ___
27 Eva’s ___
28 Eva’s ___
29 Eva’s ___
30 Eva’s ___
31 Eva’s ___
32 Eva’s ___
33 Eva’s ___
34 Eva’s ___
35 Eva’s ___
36 Eva’s ___
37 Eva’s ___
38 Eva’s ___
39 Eva’s ___
40 Eva’s ___
41 Eva’s ___
42 Eva’s ___
43 Eva’s ___
44 Eva’s ___
45 Eva’s ___
46 Eva’s ___
47 Eva’s ___
48 Eva’s ___
49 Eva’s ___
50 Eva’s ___
51 Eva’s ___
52 Eva’s ___
53 Eva’s ___
54 Eva’s ___
55 Eva’s ___
56 Eva’s ___
57 Eva’s ___
58 Eva’s ___
59 Eva’s ___
60 Eva’s ___
61 Eva’s ___
62 Eva’s ___
63 Eva’s ___
64 Eva’s ___
65 Eva’s ___
66 Eva’s ___
67 Eva’s ___
68 Eva’s ___
69 Eva’s ___
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